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Artist Statement

The world of fantasy is a world of escapism; it is where the multitudes hide from their problems and seek out adventure. This separation between the painful truth of reality and the numbing bliss of fiction fuels this series of illustrations. A narrative confronts the viewer with the pain of sex trafficking through the very means most people use to look away—fictional imagery. I am particularly inspired by the contemporary artist, Alfredo Jaar, and his recent projection installation that expressed suffering through silhouettes (Jaar, *Shadows*). 

The saturated color of this mermaid’s life slowly degrades to black and white as she loses more of her freedom through desperate circumstances. Left with the viewer is a clear and dramatic message, the imperative to lock eyes with human pain and ponder the prevention of tragedy.

These illustrations consist of India ink contour lines below layers of gouache paint on watercolor paper. After color scanning, digital touches in hue and saturation were made. Such a step enhances the emotional resonance, since each image is conceived as a life-sized projection in a dark room, more impactful for the lack of surrounding distractions.
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